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                  While Some Things Change -  
Others Remain The Same but Maturity Sets In 
 
Some significant changes are just around the corner personnel 
wise. Towards the middle of the month of July, we will     

welcome three new employees to the organization which is right on the heels of bring-
ing 12 new volunteers into the program as well. We will have one new clerical staff,  

two new Firefighter Paramedics, two new Fire Captains, a new Training and Safety Captain, and two new  
Battalion Chiefs and if that isn't enough change, sometime around the middle of November, we will see a new 
face helping to manage the district's finances. After 30 years on the job, Ellen Nelson will be retiring. She will 
be preceded in retirement by Battalion Chief Ron Haskins and Battalion Chief Robert Lekumberry. Ellen, 
Robert, and Ron, will take with them well over eighty years of institutional knowledge and service to the     
Districts. While Deputy Chief Fogerson will be reporting all the specifics of these new employees and        
promotions and the impacts that will occur, my point in discussing this is about opportunity and challenge. It is 
also about how an organization can and will mature.   

Before I dive off the end of the plank, a bit of a tribute. We must first and always remember and recognize the 
commitments and contributions  that our three soon to be retirees have made to this organization. All three can 
be considered "trail blazers" of sorts. Battalion Chief Lekumberry as one of the original  six paramedics hired 
at various times in the early establishment of the Paramedic District. Battalion Chief Haskins, as one of the 
second round hires of paramedics as the district began to grow, but more importantly, the leader of the         
establishment of the East Fork Professional Firefighters and first president of IAFF 3726. If you only knew the 
challenge and adversity of a political nature that met Ron at the "front door" of that accomplishment, you 
would wonder why would anyone take that on. 

When I cross the street from the "crystal place" i.e. the District Office, and walk over to Fire Station 14, yes I 
said Fire Station 14, (There is story about that in this article also)  I will allow Ron's inscribed name in a piece 
of concrete on the side walk, poured when that station was built, to always remind me of his contributions to 
this organization in the form of OSHA compliance and hazardous materials issues. His quick thinking to have 
the HVAC units turned off at the Pau Wa Lu Middle School mercury spill to prevent the mercury from       va-
porizing, truly did reduce exposures for kids, who have now graduated. 

I will never forget my cross county trip with Ron as well. Never in the history of the fire service has a Fire 
Chief and Union President traveled together across the United States in a car with New York plates, both with 
the beginnings of beards, who actually stopped in Kerny, Nebraska, during HOG Festival 
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and got to meet Miss Hog Queen, at the same time this organization and community raised over $300,000 for 
the victims of 911. You can't make this stuff up.   

When we have a critical incident and our personnel may require CISD, three names will always come to mind. 
Bobby and Sandy Wartgow and Battalion Chief Lekumberry. Bobby and Sandy kick started the program     
before it really became a common theme in most departments. Robert made the official program his            
passion. This goes well beyond the jokes about "A" shift and "hugs." Robert saw a need and acted. CISD is an  
important tool for anyone who over time can have "too much junk in the trunk." Some people do fine and   
others think that they are fine. On the very worst days, Robert would come into the office, always with a smile, 
looking for candy, and trying to make those days better. That will personally be missed even along with his 
Basque temper at times ... with Robert, you got the whole package. 

Last but not least, my "Daniel Boone" of financial "trail blazers" Ellen Nelson. What an incredible               
individual. Doing the job of a full time accountant on a part time basis, and doing it so well. My first budget 
preparation with Ellen will always be something that I will remember. I brought a new philosophy about  
budgeting to East Fork that Ellen was able to embrace and transform into numbers. In the good years of      
revenue growth, we were able to accomplish a lot, mainly in the area of staff development and expanded     
services and infrastructure. With ideas  and needs in hand, it was Ellen who found and crafted the budget to 
accommodate the plan. Be it hiring additional personnel, building a station, or buying an ambulance, Ellen was 
right there. One of my most simple memories with Ellen will be riding in the "golden goose" (Ellen had a gold 
colored softball mom type car) to my first budget hearing with the Fire Board. The Board approved the budget 
and I treated Ellen to an ice cream cone at the drive-thru at Dairy Queen and then back to office at the old  
Minden Inn. I had always wished that we had made that a  tradition. If we had, I would have bought 15 ice 
cream cones for Ellen. While Ellen has four months left, that day will come and the torch will be passed.  

So, a very short tribute to three very special individuals. I am sure that we all will have more time to recognize 
and maybe even "roast" them a bit in the future.     
 
So what about our organization becoming more "mature." Well it happens. We really are not that old of an  
organization however. The Fire District was established in 1981, as our new logo proudly displays, but we are 
becoming more mature. Mature in a physical sense, as we see more individuals retiring or approaching        
retirement, and I don't mean just employees, some of our most dedicated volunteers as well. Many of our    
volunteers have turned  "volunteering" into careers of sorts.    

We see more staff member being able to take more vacation time off. The longer you are here, the more time 
you accrue for annual leave. We see people age, while others appear ageless, even though they are getting 
older. I am certainly not one of those people.  

With organizational maturity comes opportunity as well. Generally because we do have promotions resulting 
from retirements. Promotions breed new ideas and new employees create excitement. Can you remember the 
phone call from Deputy Chief Bobby Wartgow (retired) and now Deputy Chief Fogerson when you were told 
you got the job? I hope you do.    

I remember going with Bobby to tell Jeff Marsh that he was hired while he was working construction building 
Fire Station 7. I think he wanted to drop his tool belt right then. It is all good stuff. Change of this type is 
healthy for the organization. Perhaps the biggest injection of "good health" to the organization will be when I 
retire.    

Chief’s Desk, Continued from Page 1 
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Chief’s Desk, Continued from Page 2 

My point is that we must take these opportunities and use them to strengthen the organization, to consider new 
cultural elements, to hang on to what works, and look at something else for things that don't. We need to do a 
much better job keeping the public informed about what we do and how we do it. We all know that a transition 
has taken place between the level of service provided by our volunteers and that of staff, yet our public may 
continue to believe something else.   

Ingrained community culture is even more of a challenge to change. The other day, I was in Raley's.  I usually 
get more fire district business completed in Raley's than I do at work. For any of you from staff or the volun-
teer ranks if you run into me in the store, you know what I mean ... (right Jeff James?) Anyway, a long-time 
resident approached me as stated, "I see you closed the Paramedic Station over on County Road." I was a bit 
befuddled by his statement a first, and thought, what did Battalion Chief Fraser do this time? I asked the     
gentlemen what he meant. I told him that we were still there and that it was one of the busiest stations we 
had. He asked if we still had paramedics there. I said of course we do and asked, "Why do you think we closed 
the station?" Then, what I thought what was going to be the answer was confusion over the dissolution of the 
Paramedic District, so I was very prepared to responded. However, that was not what he meant. He said, "Well, 
I see you have a new bright red sign up that say's FIRE STATION." So you see, culturally, in this case, this 
gentleman had for a long time considered Station 14 to be  the "Paramedic Station." We all have a lot of work 
to do to change the community's cultural perspective of our organization.    
 
Now in other news, the FY 15/16 Budget has been filed. We have some significant challenges financially due 
to the Affordable Health Care Program, which is costing us around $500,000 in revenue per year due to very 
low reimbursement rates under the program and an ever increasing number of  patients on the program. We are 
working on some solutions, but they will take some time. We are also working on some "outside the box" 
plans to generated some "one time revenues." More later if some of what we are trying to do develops. 
 
The update of the Strategic Plan is moving forward and a draft document will be completed in July, once the 
last two groups meet and develop their goals. The plan will cover a five year period rather than ten. Things 
tend to change too fast these days to plan that far out.    
 
We are getting some personnel out on off district assignments. Some are as close as the Washington Fire in 
Alpine County and others are in Alaska and Southern California. Thanks to those that can and want to go and 
thanks to those who fill shifts for those who do go. 
 
We made it through the wild day on Saturday, June 27 and the lightening. I received numerous compliments 
on our response that day from a large group in Sheridan. They were amazed at the organization and  how the 
response was managed ... so good job to all. Our wildland fire season is just off to a late start. I am sure we 
will have something, so please stay alert and keep doing what you do every day. 
 
Stay Safe! 
Chief Carlini 
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    Sesame Street Fire Safety Workshop 
 

 

Tragically, young children die each year in home fires attempting 
to hide from the fire and smoke. Firefighters find children in     
closets, under beds and in corners. Studies have shown if we teach 
fire safety lessons to pre-kindergarten children it creates a bigger 
impact and they bring these valuable lessons home to their families.    

On Saturday, March 
28, 2015, East Fork 
Fire and Paramedic    

Districts,  Tahoe Douglas Fire and Douglas County Sheriff's 
Office partnered with The Fire Prevention Association of     
Nevada (FPAN) to present The  Sesame Street Fire Safety 
Workshop. This workshop had never before been given in 
Northern Nevada. The course was offered to those interested in 
teaching fire and life safety  behaviors, professionals dedicated 
to day care, pre-school and early childhood development. 

 

The "Train the Trainer" workshop instructs professionals on 
how to teach Fire and Life Safety Behaviors to pre-school 
age children using the longest running Sesame Street Fire 
Safety Education  program in the country. Materials used 
were the 3rd Edition of the Sesame Street Fire Safety 
Workbook,  Sesame Street character puppets, a musical CD, 
and ideas on how to  create 
your own economical props. 

Areas of focus were, Get Out 
and Stay Out, Practice Fire 

Drills, Hot Things Burn and Kitchen Fire Safety. Additional training was     
provided on how to use a fire extinguisher, discussion on the active shooter and 
how to handle a hostile parent.   

41 attendees received Nevada Registry Recognized Certificates of Participation 
(4 hours of training.) Great evaluations were received for this much needed 
training.  

 

 

 

 

Continued on Page 3 
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Firefighter 1 Academy Graduation 
On June 7th, East Fork held a graduation ceremony for the Volunteer Firefighter 1 Academy. We honored the 
following individuals who completed our 5 month Academy and joined the ranks of our volunteer firefighters! 

 
Audrick Anderson 
Keith Becker 
Benjamin Browning 
Marina Diaz 
Charles Erb 
Steven Henning 
Austin Hoyt 
Janosch Lancaster    
Zach Lynd 
Clinton Martin 

Mikayla McCann 
Michael Moore 
Andrew Newman 
Andrew White 
Brody Zink 

A portion of the class was devoted to giving instructors ideas on how to create their own economical props. 
For the Hot Things Burn and Kitchen Fire Safety section, common items are labeled with color coded hot and 
cold to demonstrate their temperature to students that are too young to read. 

Prevention Perspective, Continued  from Page 2 
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TRAINING DIVISION  
       By Deputy Chief Tim Soule 

International Fire/EMS Safety and Health Week took place June 14-20, 2015. 
The theme for this year’s safety week was Creating a Culture of 
Safety. Members of the fire and emergency services were encouraged to focus 
on safety and health training and what can be done to create a culture of safety 
in your community, your department, and for yourself. A topic related to      
creating this climate (or culture), was selected by one of our Chief officers and 
the synopsis is being presented below.   

Chief Haskin’s topic is behavioral health. This topic has become an increasing focus for the IAFC and IAFF 
who will soon be issuing new, broader recommendations on behavioral health, including suicide prevention 
and awareness, part of the Fire Service Joint Labor Management Wellness-Fitness Initiative launched in 
1996. Although responder suicide has received a lot of attention lately, additional behavioral health problems, 
such as alcoholism, drug abuse, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) affecting firefighters 
and emergency medical service (EMS) personnel are receiving additional attention as there is a higher     
prevalence of these types of issues vs the non-emergency responder population. Preventative personal       
measures such as maintaining a healthy lifestyle by eating a healthy diet, exercise and physical fitness, getting 
good sleep and developing positive coping strategies for dealing with stress are all positive strategies for    
mitigating the cumulative effects of the stress we may experience as a result of our emergency activities.    

Chief Carlini discussed respiratory protection and how the hazards we are exposed to in firefighting activities 
may cause cancer, lung impairment, diseases such as sarcoidosis, or death. We are exposed to many             
carcinogenic compounds such as benzene, diesel exhaust, soot, chloroform, styrene, formaldehyde, carbon 
monoxide, hydrogen chloride, nitrogen dioxide, isocyanates, acrolein, asbestos, polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in structural firefighting and our work environment. 
The value of wearing our SCBA whenever exposure is possible and compliance with the other OSHA        
Respiratory Protection Standards in critical in reducing respiratory and other body system diseases resulting 
from exposure to these chemicals.  

Chief Fogerson discussed EMS safety and developing the same “safety climate” that we strive for in our    
firefighting activities to the EMS realm. A firefighter no longer just responds to fires; most of our responses 
are for medical aid. The potential exposure for personal harm and harm to our families is, arguably greater  
during EMS responses than for fire responses. Exposure to disease, sharps, driving, lifting patients, etc ... are 
all higher due to the increased number of times we are involved in these activities. The importance of    
cleanliness, wearing the appropriate PPE, teamwork and asking for help are all vital in maintain a “culture” of 
safety in our EMS activities. Continued on Page 5 
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Training Division, Continued from Page 4 

Finally, I discussed issues related to cancer prevention and the importance of gross decon and wearing your 
SCBA throughout overhaul. I, also, discussed the firefighter and incident commander “Rules of Engagement” 
and the importance of personal and organizational accountability to developing a “culture” of safety here in 
East Fork. Lastly, I discussed the impact of our personal perception of what it means to be a firefighter, our 
organizational history and the perception of the public on the EFFPD culture. 

So here are my questions for you. How much does our culture promote, or inhibit, our personal and              
organizational responsibility to health and safety within our organization? Secondly, what can we do to       
enhance our culture of safety?   

Our culture is reflected through our behaviors, attitudes and actions in and out of the station as well as on the 
fire ground. It has been said that a part of the culture of the American fire service is “200 years of history    
uninhibited by change”. Change is rarely easy and tends to be in response to some type of stress. The fire    
service is a good example of that as many significant changes occurred as a result of tragedies: 

• 1903 - Iroquois Theater, described above (602 dead). 
• 1908 - Lakeview Grammar School in Collinwood, OH (176 dead). 
• 1919 - Dance Hall, Via Platt, LA (25 dead). 
• 1929 - The Glen Motion Picture Theater in Paisley, Scot-land (70 dead). 
• 1937 - The New London Consolidated School in Texas (294 dead). 
• 1940 - Rhythm Club, Natchez, MS (198 dead). o 1942 - The Cocoanut Grove, Boston (491 dead). 
• 1958 - Our Lady of the Angels School in Chicago (95 dead). 
• 1977 - Beverly Hills Supper Club, Southgate, KY (164 dead). 
• 1990 - Happy Land Social Club, Bronx, NY (87 dead). 
 
These historical fires led to dramatic changes in the fire service, most significantly in fire code and             
construction design. More recently, the Charleston Sofa Super Store fire and the Yarnell Fire have also led to a 
reassessment and discussions on tactics, staffing, situational awareness, etc … Chief Fraser discussed the    
importance of looking at “near misses” and learning from others so we do not have to experience that stress 
(pain) ourselves. Culture is represented by our attitudes and actions. In addition to our culture of bravery and 
heroism, risk-taking and problem solving, we also have a culture of being reactive, rather than intentional to 
growth and change. The path of moving from reactive to intentional requires a level of introspection and self-
assessment, both, personally and organizationally. What are our personality traits that may influence our      
behaviors and our accountability to safety and health habits? What are our organizational norms (“.. because 
we have always done it this way ...”) that influence our adoption and accountability towards safety and health 
practices? Hopefully, the messages from the Chief officers during safety week and the questions I pose to you 
know will lead us to become even safer in the job, which is the best job on the planet! Our objective should be 
to provide the best services possible to the citizens we serve, in the safest way possible, so that we and our 
families enjoy this time and our future retirement.  

"Each of us can make a difference. Learn from the past and prepare for the future." Stay safe out there! 

All of the articles and attachments referred to above can be found on our website 
under the Our  Divisions tab, Training & Safety, Safety Alerts at the top of the page. 
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Summer is here and we have already      
experienced record high temperatures for 

our area. This safety message will include information on how to protect yourself from heat-related illness and 
to ease the discomfort of hot weather, as well as firefighter-specific information taken from the US Forest   
Service, NFPA 1584, and various professional firefighting  publications.   
 
To protect yourself from heat-related illness and to ease the discomfort of hot weather, Carson City Health and 
Human Services recommends the following:  
 
• Stay in a cool location. During the hottest part of the day, it may be a good idea to stay in the air              
conditioning. If you don’t have air conditioning at home, you could 
visit a friend who does, or a public location such as the library, a 
coffee shop, or the mall.  

• Drink plenty of fluids. When it is very hot or if you are very   
active, be alert for signs of dehydration. Symptoms include a      
decrease in urination, a dry mouth and throat, and feeling dizzy 
when standing up. Pay special attention to young children to ensure 
that they are drinking enough fluid.  

• If you have to be outside, stay in the shade to avoid overheating. Wear loose, lightweight, light-colored 
clothing and plenty of sunscreen.  

• Schedule outdoor activities carefully. If you have to do strenuous outdoor activities like yard work or     
exercise, schedule them for early in the day before the temperature rises or late in the evening after it cools off. 
Pace yourself and don’t overdo it.  

• Take cool showers or baths to cool down, or visit the lake or a 
pool for a refreshing summer swim.  

• When the temperature rises, check on a friend or neighbor and 
have someone do the same for you. This is especially important for 
elderly community members who are at higher risk of heat illness.  

• Do not leave children or pets in cars. The temperature in a car 
can climb rapidly on hot days, putting occupants at risk of sickness 
or even death.  

For more information on extreme heat and your health, go to: http://www.cdc.gov/extremeheat/warning.html.  

Remember, our PPE and exertion during training and incidents can trigger heat stress complications, so the 
following information should be taken into consideration even during periods when there are not record  
breaking, high temperatures.   

By Tim Soule 

Continued on Page 6 
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There are three levels of accountability in preventing heat related emergencies: 

Personal: Physical fitness, good rest, acclimation to heat, knowing what personal medications may enhance 
susceptibility to heat stress, and pre-hydration are all practices that enhance our ability to handle the heat and 
reduce our susceptibility to heat stress and heat related emergencies.  

Company officers/crew leaders: Constant monitoring of the physical activity and condition of your           
personnel. This includes physical training and emergency incidents. Work/rest cycles are closely monitored, 
additional resources are requested more readily, to lessen the workload and stress of their crews. This may 
mean reducing the work cycle and ensuring sufficient hydration for your personnel.  

Incident commanders: A rehab sector on all working incidents should be established or rehab ensured on the 
fireline if necessary. Incident commanders must anticipate reduced work cycle times and ensure adequate on-
scene resources, either through additional mutual aid or increased staffing to allow all personnel adequate    
rehabilitation after completing a given assignment. 

We need to monitor ourselves and our partners/team for signs and symptoms of heat related conditions.        
Although the following information gives some treatment recommendations in the field, remember that we 
will follow our medical protocols for any treatment.   

Heat Cramps are the least dangerous heat illness. Heat cramps usually appear in the 
arms, legs, and  abdominal region. Although the exact cause of heat cramps is not    
completely understood, cramps are thought to be caused by dehydration and/or         
electrolyte imbalance.  

Signs/Symptoms: Dehydration, Sweating, Muscle Cramps, Fatigue  

Actions: Remove the firefighter from work, place in the shade if possible. Rule out   
muscle injury. Stretch and massage the affected muscles. Check to see how much water 
and sports drinks the firefighter has consumed. If dehydration is suspected, slowly give 

the firefighter sports drinks with electrolytes and carbohydrates. If too much water is suspected, slowly give 
the firefighter salty foods to eat.  

Heat Exhaustion is the inability of the cardiovascular system to maintain adequate circulation. 
The firefighter cannot continue at the current work pace. During exercise or work in the heat, 
sweating depletes water and electrolytes, decreasing total blood volume. Firefighters suffering 
heat exhaustion do not have enough blood left to transport oxygen and nutrients to their      
muscles.  

Signs/Symptoms: Dehydration, Headache, Profuse Sweating, Lightheadedness/Dizziness, 
Nausea, Cool, Clammy Skin, Fatigue/Weakness  

Actions: Remove the firefighter from work. Place the firefighter in the shade, if possible. 
Loosen the firefighter’s clothing. Have the firefighter lie down; elevate the firefighter’s legs. Monitor heart 
rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and level of alertness. If the firefighter can safely swallow and is not 
vomiting, slowly give fluids. Transport to the ER is recommended. 

 

Safety Scoop, Continued from Page 5 

Continued on Page 7 
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Heat Stroke is the failure of the body’s temperature regulating system and is life threatening. Heat stroke  
typically occurs when the body’s core temperature is higher than 104 degrees Fahrenheit. Heat damages cells 

and releases cytokines (immune system secretions used in cellular communication), 
causing local and whole body inflammation. Organs may shut down.  

Signs/Symptoms: Irrational Behavior, Loss of Alertness, Loss of Consciousness, 
Dehydration, Weakness, Hot and Wet or Dry Skin, Tachycardia (heart rate higher 
than 100 beats per minute while resting), Low Blood Pressure, Hyperventilation 
(increased respiratory rate), Vomiting, Diarrhea  

Actions: Remove the firefighter from work. Place the firefighter in the shade, if possible. Loosen the fire-
fighter’s clothing. Immerse the firefighter in water (in a stream or water tank), assuming you can do so safely. 
EVACUATE THE FIREFIGHTER IMMEDIATELY. 
 
So, please follow the following recommendations: 

1. Drink water frequently. Drink enough water that you never become thirsty. You should start drinking water 
before your shift begins and continue to drink water following your shift.  Before work, drink 1 to 2 cups 
of water, juice, or a sport drink. Avoid excess coffee, or other caffeine drinks, and large amounts of sugar. 

2. While working, take several fluid breaks every hour, drinking at least 1 quart of 
fluid. Drink as much as you can during the lunch break. From 1/3 to ½ of your fluid 
consumption should be in the form of “sport drink”. This helps maintain your    
electrolyte balance and gives you energy in the form of carbohydrates. Take more 
breaks than usual in extreme heat or humidity. 

3. After work, continue drinking to replace fluid losses. Always drink more than you 
think you need. The  recommendation for an average person is 9 glasses a day and 
we are not average so try to consume more. 

4. When on the job, wear loose-fitting garments to 
enhance air movement. Wear cotton T-shirts and     
underwear to help sweat evaporate. 

5. Always train and work with a partner. Remind 
each other to drink lots of fluids and keep an eye on 
each other. If your partner suffers a heat disorder, start 
treatment immediately and call for help. 

6. Finally, during this period of extreme heat, please 
alter your daily schedule to conduct training early in 
the early morning, to take advantage of the cooler   
temperatures. 

Stay safe (and cool) out there! 

 

 

Safety Scoop, Continued from Page 6 
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OPS 
 David Fogerson, Deputy Chief  

 

Wow, a newsletter article. It seems this is outdated as soon as it 
is written because of how fast things are moving these days! We 
are all in for a ton of change because of the retirement of Robert             
Lekumberry and Ron Haskins. The last two of our original    
Battalion Chiefs, the last two EMS-1s, one of the original     
paramedics, a volunteer chief turned paramedic, a ton of   
knowledge, experience and stories will leave with them. They 
are both great people who will enjoy retirement! They leave 
huge shoes to be filled. Those  filling their shoes will develop 
their own   stories that will be told and retold, just like the turnout watch holes or Ro-Lo. 

 
Filling these big shoes will be left to Larry Goss and Troy 
Valenzuela. Both of these very capable members will have a lot 
of oh my God moments as they learn their new roles in the     
organization and both will be successful in their positions.   
Coming up behind 
them is  Jamie Buck 
and Jeff James who 

will share some of those oh my God moments as they learn how big 
the picture window is on the passenger side of the  engine where 
they make the decisions. And to replace them, our two new/old 
hires: Cameron Farmer and Rhiannon Broersma. Their photos and 
bios will be in the next edition of the newsletter. 
 
These changes usher in some additional changes for us at East Fork. We have changed the way we do Haz Mat 
to include two Haz Mat technicians on each shift. This will lead to future program changes so we can be a 
more valuable player in the Quad County Team. We will be pushing out some more details on how to chart our 
EMS incidents and maybe go to a wildland fire or two. There are so many things going on, it is actually hard 
to figure out what to write about. This is not received by everyone in such a great manner. As firefighters, we 
always say that we want change but when change comes, we seem to push back from it. This is a part of our 
culture and our DNA. Then once the change has occurred, we move on with life. So, don’t worry, we will 
change, we will have push back and maybe even change some of the original change thoughts but then we will 
move forward and it will be fine. 
 
A big push I have challenged the three BCs in starting in July is the East Fork Way. We are losing two of our 
anchors to the East Fork family. We must engrain the way that we talk, work and live as East Fork. We no 
longer have to be the Los Phoenix Fork Fire Department: we have taken the best of many agencies and made it 
our own. We must all speak the same way and do similar tasks the same way. This is the next part of our    
evolution that helps maintain our past identity. No one stands without standing upon the shoulders of those that  

Continued on Page 9 
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have come before: we must never lose sight of who we were and where we are going: We are East Fork. 
 
The East Fork Way comes at a good time. The BCs, all three of them, are either new to their roles, have new 
training captains or new captains in addition to personnel changes on their shifts. They will spend the first few 
months doing quite a few multi-company drills to get the feeling of their crews while their crews get their  
feeling of them. This is where we will practice the East Fork Way in our evolutions, radio terminology and 
family atmosphere of support. Expect to see lots of hose pulling, ladder throwing and simulated fires around 
town as we meld into the new roles. This will be an exciting time to see what is on the next fix it list/radar 
items. 
 
The BCs and I will be having a meeting every two months to discuss how things are going, where we should 
be going and what may affect us. These meetings are key to building the commonality of the shifts and maybe 
lose some of the complaints about a lack of consistency between the three BCs. It will be our opportunity to 
discuss new ideas and how to reinforce existing ideas. I have great confidence in the BC’s ability to bring in 
ideas, even if unpopular and discuss them. We may not all agree but we will discuss the ideas as a group and 
make decisions as appropriate. 
 
Some other great things we have are the work of the legislative session. We now have a law that enables us to 
provide community paramedicine. We are now recognized as healthcare providers. We now have a statewide 
mutual aid program. These are great victories for our career field. We are also now the exclusive EMS        
provider for our district. These all work to enhance our ability to provide great customer service while serving 
as community stewards. 
 
We also received four companies that provided us details on cardiac monitors for evaluation. This program 
will move forward in the next few weeks so we can field test the units so we can select the one that is East 
Fork’s. Now funding, that is a different issue. We do have funding for one unit right now, Carson City Health 
and Human Services agreeing to pay for a second and a lot of praying for the AFG to come in our favor. If we 
do not get the AFG, we will be looking at purchasing just four of the new units this coming year once we find 
the funding for the other two. 
 
Captain Kruse and Firefighter/Paramedic Cote will be testing a new documentation training process. They 
have worked on this for quite a bit of time to try and get the details to the providers of what needs to be in a 
great chart, both for clinical purposes and for billing purposes. We know and understand that not every call is 
billable: we do not have a choice that other healthcare providers have when it comes to selecting our patients. 
We are government funded, so we take that with the process. Our goal is to maximum allowed reimbursements 
not to create reimbursements. 
 

Well, that seems like the big stuff. Give a call if you have any questions. Keep doing what you do because you 
do it well. 

 

 

Ops, Continued from Page 8 
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By Scott Fraser 

472nd consecutive worst fire season ever! Or maybe it’s 
the 473rd??? Not sure anymore. This is what we always 
preach right? I know I have been guilty of it in the past. 
Looking back at last winter everything would seem to 
point that way right? Well, bear with me while I try to 
explain this year’s season outlooks. 

As I write this it is actually sunny outside. LAL 
(Lightning Activity Level) of 1 for today. I know that in 
the last few weeks we have seen what seems like a lot of 
moisture from storms. The fact is that the 1000 hour   
fuels, the large trees etc. cannot absorb enough rain to 
really reverse years of drought, without months and 
months of this level of rain. The one hour, and 10 hour 
fuels, you bet, but hot, dry, windy days dry these fuels 
out very quickly. 

I want to touch on several areas of this year’s wildland 
season to include, preparation, outlooks, safety, and  
philosophy.  

First up, preparation: East Fork is as prepared as I think we have seen any time in our past. Vehicles,      
paperwork etc. have been prepped for off district responses, and administration has been proactive in talking 
about additional manning and equipment for busy days. One example is the amount of equipment stored in the 
warehouse. We are in the process of repacking 30 hosepacks that are on pallets and can be shipped out to    
stations or incidents as needed. Support Services have built a 50 man kit of water, Gatorade, MREs, hose etc. 
to drop at incidents during initial attack. And our cooperators, BLM, USFS, and NDF have done much the 
same thing. 

Meetings after meetings after meetings have been held at the higher levels to discuss use of aircraft, crews,  
local and federal engines etc. We are extremely lucky to have the relationships we have with these agencies.  
And our Municipal partners are the same. 

Safety:  The week of the 15th to the 19th was the safety stand down week. I will be producing a safety related 
article during that week for wildland. Short note though: We are just coming up on the two year anniversary of 
the Yarnell incident. I say this all the time: You must study the past to prepare for the future. There is so much 
we can learn from past incidents like Yarnell, Esperanza, Waterfall and the Cedar fire to name just a few. 
Every one of those incidents had a burn over, fatality, major injury or equipment loss. Every one of them could 
happen here on any given day. 

Outlooks: We have published links to all of the major projections in the wildland directive. I don’t want to 
bore you by repeating them. But take this advice: become a subject matter expert. Look at what is going on 
nationally, regionally, locally with fires, fire behavior, fuel moistures etc. It is just one more way to raise your 
situational awareness. 

 

2015 Wildland Season Updates 

Continued on Page 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As this newsletter was being produced, the Washington fire 
started from a lightening streak near Markleeville, CA.  As 
of June 30th, it was 17,790 acres and 66% contained. 
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Philosophy: I have had many conversations with Chief Carlini, Chief Fogerson and others about our         
approach to fires. You have probably heard me say, “5 more acres of burned sagebrush are not going to make 
that plant extinct”. I still believe that statement. Maybe this isn’t the best ridge to catch this fire on, maybe we 
shouldn’t “stay and play” at this house, but let the fire run through, then come back in. Remember no tree, 
bird, or bush is worth you getting hurt. 

Know that BLM is making the protection of the sage grouse a major priority. You may see more resources, or 
even a change in past practices about burning out etc. That’s ok, just know that we work closely with all of the 
different agencies to make sure we are all on the same page. 

District administration is hyper sensitive to ensuring your safety. This is why you see multiple Chiefs, and 
safety officers on fires. Not doubting your skill sets, but more another set of eyes to make sure we go home at 
the end of the day. 

In closing I just want to add some simple things: 
 Follow LCES at all times. If you can’t meet the requirements, don’t engage. 
 
 Know the 10 and 18. Perfect items to review on those long drives from the station to incidents. 
 
 Be prepared for extreme fire behavior. An old Battalion Chief I used to work for said …. why are we 
 surprised by extreme fire behavior. We are in extreme conditions most of the summer, so we shouldn’t 
 be surprised. Always count on the fire being extreme, and adjust your tactics accordingly. 
 

Stay safe ……. 

Battalion Chronicles, Continued from Page 8 

A few more pictures of the Washington Fire 

Inciweb photo of the fire 
area on June 24th. 

Right: Crew from East Fork on 
night operations near Markleeville. 

(Originally posted on Facebook) 
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Our Mission:  
To provide the best possible benefit 
choices to our employees! 

For this month’s Benefits Banter, we are going to talk about Deductibles and Explanation of Benefits (EOBs) 
and how they relate to our plans. Now that the insurance plans are in full swing we all should be seeing EOBs 
come in for any office visit, procedural center, imaging center, pharmacy or any other reason that your health 
insurance was billed for insurance purposes (Example B). This article will go over an EOB to try and explain 
what the significant parts of an EOB are and how they relate to the individual and family deductibles of your 
insurance.  For the purposes of these explanations I will be using the Family coverage as the reference. 

As a reminder with most insurance coverage, the amount paid varies from provider to provider based on     
contracted pricing amounts. What some insurance carriers will cover may be drastically different from what a  
previous carrier has paid. As with most insurance coverage, it is a give and take way of doing business,   
meaning that if we prefer to have lower premiums (give) then the deductibles and coverage amounts (take) 
may be increased. 

First I will explain the deductibles portion of the insurance and how this applies to you as an individual. For 
the calendar year of 2015 the deductibles for each plan are as follows: 

Plan Type       HSA   PPO 

Individual       $3000  $1250 

Family or Plus Coverage     $6000  $3000 

Coverage after deductible—Plan responsibility  100%    80% 

Your responsibility - What You Owe         0%     20%   

Although many aspects of these insurances are the same, there 
are some differences. With the Cigna HSA plan, you are    
responsible for the first $3000 of any individual within my 
family or $6000 total accumulated bills for all the members of 
my family with the insurance covering 100% after the        
deductibles have been met. With the Cigna PPO plan, you 
would be responsible for the first $1250 of any individual or 
$3000 accumulated for my family with the insurance covering 
80% and the remaining 20% of most charges billed.            
Deductibles and out-of-pocket expenses vary, depending on 
the individual health plan. 

So if a family member, for example, has some imaging        
performed (Example A) then the amount which is owed for 
that image, minus the discounted amount from the insurance 
(shown in Example B), goes towards the Individual and   
Family deductibles for the year.    

Continued on Page 16 
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Benefits Banter, Continued from Page 15 

 

Now on to the important,       
however mind boggling stuff.  
EOBs are important in the        
insurance realm as they tell you 
what exactly you and your plan 
are responsible for, as well as 
keep a running total of your       
deductibles met for each calendar 
year. It is important to retain your 
copy of your EOB in either a  
digital form or hard copy to     
prevent any discrepancy later if 
there should be any reason to   
research whether an item has been 
paid or applied to your deductible 
for the current or previous year. 
When an EOB is received it is 
important to make sure that: 

A plan covered member’s name is located on the top of the document. 

The amount billed corresponds with the amount you paid at time of service or the amount shown on 
your initial bill from the provider and/or the discounted amount is correct. 

If the bill matches the “What I Owe” amount and you HAVEN’T met your deductible then this is what 
you owe for the service provided. 

Remember that some service providers may have an EOB from a physician as well for their services 
provided secondary to a facility charge. Example: The physician that reads a MRI charges his fees on 
top of what the facility charges to perform the MRI. 

I hope this explains some of the issues that have been presented in the past to prevent further mistakes in the 
future. As we progress through the middle of the year take some time out of a day and check out the website 
https://my.cigna.com/web/public/guest (or the website for your carrier) for your most current year to date de-
ductibles for your plan as well as a preliminary cost for certain procedures obtained from local providers. The 
process is easy and will take probably less than 10 minutes if all documentation is present. 

If you have any questions arise about Cigna specific deductibles, coverage or additional problems contact one 
of the Benefits Committee members for further assistance. 

Lisa Owen – 782-9996 lowen@co.douglas.nv.us  Forms, New Enrollment, Payroll Deduction Questions, etc. 

Roy Minor – 781-2006 – Station 12 B shift   rminor@co.douglas.nv.us  and  Sky Dwinell – 266-3780 –      
Station 4 A shift  sdwinell@co.douglas.nv.us  Deductible questions, ACA (Affordable Care Act) questions, 
EOB questions 

Chad Sheldrew – 266-3780 – Station 4 C shift csheldrew@co.douglas.nv.us 

Jon Plumer – 783-6471 – Station 7  C shift   jplumer@co.douglas.nv.us 

 


